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European Union
After 12 months, recalling the time the COVID-19 pandemic hit Europe, Germany is
heading a wave of optimism, which presents a surge in the Eurozone economic
sentiment (crossing the long-term standard).
Standing out from the most prominent EU economies, Germany is leading these
improvements with the biggest monthly sentiment growth (+7.9 points), achieving a
total of 103.7 points.
The optimism lived in the current situation is impacting every area, since the industry
(rising to 2.0 from -3.1) to the services (which went improving from -17.0 to -9.3).
Furthermore, consumers' expectations of price lead to an increase of 2.9 points in
the next year.

Eurozone optimism beats expectations 

COVID-19

This week, the World Health Organization (WHO), criticized Europe’s rollout of
coronavirus vaccines as unacceptably slow, even though the situation in Europe is
more worrying now than it has been for several months.
The speaker from WHO also added that the process should be speed up by “ramping
up manufacturing, reducing barriers to administering vaccines, and using every single
vial we have in stock”.While that does not happen, and as long as vaccination coverage
remains low, the European Union countries will have to keep imposing lockdowns and
other restrictive measures (as they are doing right now) to make up for the delays in
the vaccination. This past week, we observed an increase in Covid-19 transmission in
most countries in the European WHO region, thus including more than 50 countries
and extending from Greenland to the far east of Russia. There were 1.6 million new
cases and about 24,000 deaths, the WHO said.

WHO claimed that Europe's vaccine rollout
was “unacceptably slow”

Banking
On Thursday, China’s Central Bank was warned of financial risks in the country that
have accumulated over the years, as well as shocks from overseas uncertainties. Some
of these risks comprise oscillations in the stock and fixed income markets as well as
potential bond defaults in real estate companies.
It has been a struggle to limit speculation in the housing market of China’s “hot” cities,
which has increased the potential of debt default and other risks among real estate
businesses. According to Reuters, new home prices, in February, rose by their fastest
rate in five months.
Zou Lan, the director of the People’s Bank of China’s financial markets department,
hasn’t given specific details on how these risks will be addressed yet.

China’s financial risks

Politics
On Wednesday, Biden announced a $2 trillion plan which will focus on bolstering the
post-pandemic economy. This money will be spent on transportation infrastructures,
water systems, broadband and manufacturing among other things throughout eight
years and, in order to fund it, the Government will raise the corporate tax to 28%.
The Democratic party is facing challenges in passing this infrastructure plan since
Republicans are opposed to the tax hikes needed for this process. However, Biden
has already stated that he won’t increase the burden on anyone making less than
$400,000 per year.
Biden’s vision with this plan is to create “the strongest, most resilient, innovative
economy in the world”.

Biden’s $2 trillion infrastructure plan

In the virtual gathering of JCPOA, which took place on Friday the 2nd, was discussed a
potential US return to the Iran nuclear agreement. To rein Iran's nuclear program in
exchange for relief from sanctions, Donald Trump unilaterally retreated the US from
the Joint Commission of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, back in 2018. 
Iran started producing uranium (20%) last January, transgressing the deal, which is
specified maximum pureness of 3.67% and it is also using advanced centrifuges when
JCPOA simply allows first-generation equipment.
Once Tehran reverts to an adequate agreement with the pact's stipulations on
nuclear improvement again, Joe Biden, the current US president, aims to rejoin the
US in the nuclear settlement.

US Politics
A Possible US return to the JCPOA deal

Climate
“We now need to spare no effort to achieve it in this “make or break year”” were
Deputy Secretary-General Amina Mohammed´s main words at the Climate and
Development Ministerial Meeting regarding the Paris Agreement. Being 2021 a year of
change there are five actions that countries can do to respond to the climate
emergency: Donors and MDBs should direct at least 50% of their climate finance
support towards adaptation and resilience; simplify and ease access to finance for the
most vulnerable, especially SIDS and LDCs; scale-up catastrophe-triggered financial
instruments and develop new ones to strengthen ex-ante resilience building; integrate
climate risks into policy, budget, procurement, and investment decision-making; and
support local and regional adaptation and resilience initiatives.

“Make or break year” for people and planet

Last March, when the pandemic hit the US, the employment report indicated the
obligation to close all the non-essential businesses (restaurants, bars, gyms...). Due
to that, almost 22 million jobs were lost in this month and the following one, damage
that could take more than two years to recover from. 

US Labor Market
Fiscal stimulus boost US employment
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Unleashing the turning point in the US Labor Market, all industries added jobs this
March and more people reenlist the labor division, supported by measures to create
employment. 
This incentive to the labor market was led by the leisure and hospitality sector (where
280,000 workers were hired), the construction sector (110,000 extra jobs), and the
manufacturing sector (hiring 53,000 employees).


